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Chairman’s News – July 2017 

By Jimmy Mattushek 

 

 
Another month has passed and it is quite worrying that the year is already 
half gone. The good news though – the shortest day has come and gone, so 
theoretically the days should be getting warmer. If there is one thing I 
cannot stand, that is the cold.  No wonder the English like to build their sun 
rooms onto their houses.  Even the sherry does no good. .. 
 
We had our mid-winter swap meet a couple of weekends back. My feeling 
is that there were not as many buyers this time around. I can only put it 
down to two reasons. One being that it was cold, and the other is the 
economic pinch that many are feeling.  I have not had any feedback from 
the sellers on how they did.   
 
Dianne and I were able to pick up some great bargains and also I picked up a couple of items that I have 
been looking for this past couple of months.  Besides for the bronchitis, I came away with a smile on my 
face. 
 
It was also good to see the stalwarts who turned up to give a hand with the setting up, assisting the traders 
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and packing up when it was all over. Well done and thank you to all those who assisted. Great bunch of guys. 
 
However, there were a couple of gripes from buyers that I picked up and I have noticed this over a period of 
time. The one was getting caught out on the scale of items. When they are asked if it is HO or N, they get 
told HO and then only to find out it was N scale. One buyer was told that some items were OO (1:76) but 
they turned out to be 1:64.  He was not a very happy chappie.  This also pertained to a building he bought, 
it turned out to be an N scale building. There were a few other gripes but I don’t want to get involved on 
how the sellers run their tables. 
 
Ron and I have nearly completed our bridge-abutment scenes.  I have a few finishing touches to do and 
then finito.  I hope that the items on Bob’s layout and the bridge farming scenes remain and don’t get lifted 
or broken.  It certainly looks like they have had good rains in the area.  Grass is green and ponds are full. 
 
Regarding the club layout, and I am talking predominantly of the HO/OO layout, a couple of weeks ago a 
visitor made a comment that the layout was very interesting but very dusty.  Some of the modules that have 
been built by various members, past and present, do need some attention. My proposal is if a member 
could take “ownership” of a module or two and dust down, clean the module, and maybe just add a new 
bush or tree. I am not asking for members to spend lots of money on someone else’s module, but a little 
sprucing up would go a long way to keep the public’s interest focused.  I have spoken to Doug and he is 
more than happy if someone could maintain his modules as he cannot get down to the club on a regular 
basis.  This would be a similar scheme that I agreed with Bob, and it has made a difference. This also goes 
for the other club layouts.  
 
I have requested from the members as to who would be interested in evening operations at the club.  So far 
I have had responses from 2 guys, and they cannot make it.  Anyone else interested? 
 
That is all for now, and hope that you all have a happy train-riding month. 

 
Jimmy Mattushek 

Chairman 

 

Other Club News 

By Brian Dawson 

Thank You, Dianne and Jimmy!! 

Dianne and Jimmy Mattushek have put a lot of time and effort (and no small amount of cash!) into upgrad-

ing Bob Woodhead’s station modules.  Bob’s modules were built some years back, and over the years, with 

use, with periodic relocations and storage, and with dust accumulation and general wear and tear, they 

were starting to look a little “tired”.  Jimmy and Dianne have “adopted” those modules, and have done a 

superb job of renovating them, adding to the landscaping while still retaining the special “period” character 

that Bob always intended for them.  Well done to Jimmy and Dianne for this initiative!  And special thanks 

to Dianne, who, as an “honorary” member of the club, has done much of that landscaping work!!     
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And as mentioned in his Chairman’s report above, Jimmy is proposing that we all consider  

“adopting” modules that belong to the club or to less-active members, working in collaboration with the 

owner of the module (as Jimmy has done with Bob), to maintain those modules. 

More Donations! 

William van der Berg has donated another matching storage cupboard to the club, as well as a comfy “driv-

er’s” chair.  So now we are able to separate our “kitchen” cupboard from our “layout consumables” (which 

cupboard can then be kept locked).  We are concerned that someone moving around with a kid in a Pick n 

Pay trolley could bump into and bend or break off a key in a cupboard lock, and so the keys will be kept 

hanging from a convenient hook close to the bridge, on the inside of the layout.  

And I see there are also now two CO2 fire extinguishers for use on electrical fires (let’s hope we never need 

to use them, but it’s reassuring to know they are there in case!).   Were these also donated by Nico Smit? 

Locomotive “Address” Conflicts 

Please remember to make use of the white board mounted on the wall in the HO layout inner space each 

time you arrive to run trains, to register your loco address(es) in order that potential address conflicts can 

be identified should this occur.  If conflicting numbers are identified, one of the locos will then need to be 

re-programmed to a different address, or else they should be run one at a time.     

Using the New Bridge 

And I’m sure that you’ve all taken note of the Bridge Operating Procedure developed and provided by Colin 

TT?  (included in the June Newsletter).  If not, please read it, take note, and apply!!!  Lift the bridge by the 

handles intended for that purpose!..  But you can still duck under if you’re flexible enough!! 

 

 

My Operations - 1 

By Glynn Chamberlain 

I have been promising to put pen to paper to assist Brian with articles for the newsletter.  Well, the 

posterior has firstly been needing a substantial kick, and secondly, what exactly to write about? 

After Brian wrote an article about his experience operating my layout in the last (June 2017) newsletter, I 

thought – what about operations orientated articles?  I will be very honest and say I just love operations, 

and what better to write about.  So here goes…  But please note, as much as I will try having an article every 

month, this could be a problem, but let’s see how it goes.  Also and more importantly, I could go off at 

tangents and perpendiculars.  I may jump around with no smooth flow from article to article, but I shall 

try. 
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Let’s start off describing the layout a bit first, and getting a bit familiar with the towns. 

So, why did I eventually choose the area and towns I currently have on my layout?  When I wrote the first 

Water Tower Challenge back in August of 2015 (yes, it is that long ago!), I said I would write why certain 

towns were and others were not included “One day”.  Well now is that day…. 

Let’s go back a bit further.  To me, operations is about working your layout as though it was a real railroad. I 

do like the odd running round and round, but for me it can get boring.  So, you want to somehow mimic the 

real world.  There are arguably two types of operation, which can also be intermixed. 

Mainline Running: - 

The first is a layout that is mainline-orientated with very little switching.  It arguably involves a substantial 

amount of staging where trains are stored and ready to run across the layout.  Basically the layout is 

somewhere in between two towns and operators simply run trains from one end to the other, taking sidings 

to meet oncoming trains and stopping at stations for opposing trains. The seniority of the trains determines 

which trains stop for who. 

Back in the late 1990’s, four of us did just something like this and it kept us busy for hours.  I was part of the 

Cape Town N Trak club at the time.  We set up our layout once every month for a weekend of running.  As 

normal, we would get tired of the “round and round” before the weekend ended.  One day, there were four 

of us there, each with Digitrax throttles which could control two trains at a time.  We each set up two trains 

for ourselves, one on a main and the other on a siding facing the opposite direction, at each of the lengths 

of the rectangular layout.  At a given time, we each would take one of our trains in the same direction to the 

next station.  Obviously, we all had to do this together or the siding or mainline ahead would be full! 

Next we would all come back to the other train we had set up and, together, we would all move our other 

train in the opposite direction to the first. This continued for several hours and the guys had a great time.  It 

was something different. 

This is much the same as above with mainline running out in the sticks.  Add a dispatcher with some rules, 

and it can be extremely satisfying. 

Switching: - 

Next we have the full blown switching.  A layout with many industries that need wagons moved in and out 

often during the day. 
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This type of layout is ideal for the small-space home.  Put up a small timesaver (as it can be called), and it 

will give you mountains of fun.  One such layout we have seen belongs to Doug Langford.  The image above 

gives an overview of the module.  That is it!  To the right is a small fiddle yard.  

Below is a closer view, looking towards the fiddle yard on the other side of the tunnel in the distance: - 

To see the club’s visit to Doug’s 

layout, read the September 2013 

newsletter on the club website. 

Combination: -  

Then you have what I have, a 

combination of both. A decent 

mainline run, with industry switching 

in-between. 

So, this set the scene for my layout.  I 

wanted a nice mainline run with 

industries that needed switching 

along the route!  Mmmm??? 

As I mentioned in my Water Tower Challenge, I met a friend online who introduced me to Kalispell, which is 

a town in North West Montana.  The below map shows the geographical location of Kalispell. 
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Zooming in on a Google Earth image, there “appeared” to be many industries.  But were there?  I am a 

member of the OPSIG group (Operations Special Interest) in the States, and they have a database of 

industries currently or once upon a time, in towns around the US.  The one I was looking at in particular was 

for the West USA and there are 8160 entries! 

Filtering on Kalispell only, below can be found the industries from that database.  Nineteen entries in total!  

Many of these industries are synonymous with country farming and forests.  For instance, lumber yards, 

grain silos, vegetable packers, to name just a few. 

 

So, now I needed my “Main Town”, where the mainline trains would stop, leave wagons for Kalispell, and 

pick up wagons for main hubs up and down the line.  Whitefish was just such a town!  Whitefish is a major 

marshalling yard, Amtrak station stop, crew change point, engine servicing, you name it, and it was exactly 

what I wanted. 
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Problem!!!  Kalispell was a dead end!  Trains went to Kalispell and back, not through.  A branch line as such. 

Damn!  What to do? 

Ideally, Whitefish is on the mainline between Seattle and Chicago, and so, fitted the bill perfectly.  What 

could I do about Kalispell?  Well, the line to Kalispell branched off at a town called Columbia Falls, not 6 kms 

east of Whitefish.  Oh, and guess what – there was a pulp mill smack bang in-between the Y as such.  And so, 

Columbia Falls was born.  As Columbia Falls was actually on the main line, it was incorporated onto the 

layout with a spur, strategically going off somewhere “acting” as a branch line drop-off for the Kalispell 

industries.  Columbia Falls also afforded me the opportunity of adding industries to simulate the pulp mill 

and voila! – I had two towns with industries I could ship to and receive from Whitefish. 
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Below is my representation of Columbia Falls East.  We are North looking South with the Chicago mainline 

heading left (east).  At the top is the Kalispell branch line which is little more than a length of track that 

disappears into a tunnel.  This adds lots of operational interest, in that you can send a large assortment of 

different wagons with products to imaginary industries down the line. 

Also include below is the logging operation in the “Y” as per the satellite image on the previous page. 

Yes, scenery is the next item on the “to do” list  . 

 

And with that, I think that this is an appropriate place to end off for this month.  Hopefully the article 

interested you and possibly got some juices flowing.  If so, we will continue next month with the other 

towns and how they were incorporated. 

Enjoy! 

 

Silent No More 

By John Burkhardt 

 

Editor’s Note: John Burkhardt has been overseas for a few weeks, and was not able to get his regular 

article completed in time before his departure date. I told him not to worry, as we had plenty to work with 

meantime.  So we’ll look forward to his next article in this series being published next month… 
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Perth Model Railway Exhibition 2017 

By Shane Brinkley (EMRIG’s “International Correspondent”!) 

Editor’s Note: Shane was an active member of EMRIG before emigrating to Perth last year.  Some 

of us chat regularly with Shane on Whatsapp, and with some bullying and some encouragement, 

we have managed to get what we hope is the first of many articles from Shane, describing the 

trains scene in Oz!  Here’s his first contribution…. 

The weekend of 3 – 5 June 2017 saw the Perth Model Railway Exhibition take place at the 

Claremont Showgrounds just to the west of the Perth CBD. 

Yes, it was a three day exhibition…..  Monday was a public holiday, West Australia Day! 

Having been in Perth for nine months it was about time that I managed to see some decent train-

related things.  Up until now I had only managed to visit a few of the local hobby shops and catch 

the local metro trains. 

Finding a club to join or even just to go and see has taken a while, as most are only open on certain 

days of the month and according to their web pages, several require you to contact the club and 

arrange an invite.  Pretty different to what I am used to from the way we South African’s do things! 

By the time I had heard about the expo I had unfortunately missed the early-bird ticket price of 

only $8.00 (Aus) so I had to pay the full price of $13.53 (Aus) which included the online booking fee.  

In rand terms…. about R135.00 at the present exchange rate (that was for a one day ticket!).  And 

of course don’t forget the parking, another $5 (R50.00) for that. 

On arriving at the show grounds it was almost like a déjà vu moment as they looked pretty similar 

to the Nasrec show grounds.  The Exhibition took place in one of the halls at the showgrounds 

which is about the same size as the large halls at Nasrec. 

According to the information brochure there were a total of 56 stands in the hall. These were 

made up of displays, traders, “how to” stands, and various societies. 

Attendance at the expo was very decent. There seemed to be a constant flow of people in and out 

of the hall for the time that I was there. 

The layouts on display were a nice varied collection of scales and sizes as well as location and 

themes.  I was pleasantly surprised to see the number of layouts that had an Australian theme. 

Other than that I would have to say the most popular was British-themed layouts.  American and 

European layouts were rather few.  No South African layouts on display unfortunately! 

As the Americans have the NMRA, so to do the Australians have the AMRA – the Australian Model 
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Railway Association.  Unlike the NMRA which involves itself in issues of standards in the industry 

etc., the AMRA is solely an organisation to bring the hobby closer together throughout Australia. 

They also provide members with certificates and rankings based on various skills etc. similar to the 

NMRA. 

 

On entering the display hall you were greeted by the AMRA WA Large Scale layout. This is the 

display layout of the club which they take to various shows and they have a varying collection of 

large scale trains. This was 

one of only a very few layouts 

which has American, British 

as well as European trains 

running on it. Most of the 

trains on this layout seem to 

be DCC equipped and either 

take their power from the 

tracks or have been modified 

to run on batteries with 

wireless DCC kits fitted.  Then 

there were several steam 

locomotives which were live 
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steam and needed to be closely watched so as not to run into their counterparts on the tracks. 

On querying the name of the club, seeing as they were the AMRA WA Large Scale, I was informed 

that they are a club which operates under the AMRA name and are one of the few that tend to 

cater to various tastes of the hobby.  Many of the other clubs tend to be more specific in what they 

run and such. 

The GC Railway, as this 

display is named, was one 

of the various private 

layouts that were on 

display. This is an 

Australian-themed layout, 

which the owner says is 

located in the Western 

Australian region, but has 

not been more specific 

than that, as he says he 

runs trains from several of 

the Australian railroad 

companies.  I managed to 

count about five road names on the layout at the time. 

This layout has been built over several decades and has undergone some rebuilding lately to allow 

for easier moving for the expo.  It appears that he is a regular exhibitor each year. 

What did surprise me about several of the 

layouts on display was the scenery. Several as 

with this one, do not concentrate too heavily 

on their scenery techniques.  As long as they 

are painted to represent either rock or grass 

etc. the owners seem to be happy with that. 

As also seen in the following pictures of the 

Ansbach layout.  This used to be a privately 

owned layout but was donated to the AMRA 

when the owner had to downsize. Comments 

in the information brochure said it was 

currently under refurbishment.  So maybe that 

could explain some of the bright green painted grass areas. 
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This was the only European 

layout that I saw at the expo.  It 

is set in the Saxe-Coburg area of 

Germany which allowed the 

owner to run both Bavarian and 

Prussian locomotives together. 

 

 

 

 

 

Several British-themed layouts were also on display. These two, the Medley and the Toleshunt 

were well-detailed shunting layouts. 

The Medley layout (right) is a display layout from the 

Southern Railway Modellers Group WA.  It is a 

freelanced layout loosely based on British Southern 

Railway practices and locations.  The layout is DCC 

operated and is controlled by the NCE system, which 

seems to be a popular system in the Perth area.  

 

 

 

The Toleshunt layout (left) is also a British 

Freelanced layout, from a country terminus to a 

fiddle yard. This layout however is a DC layout, as 

surprisingly were many of the display layouts. 

Both layouts are OO gauge. 
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The above two photos are close-up shots of the Medley and Toleshunt layouts respectively. 

A layout similar in structure to the EMRIG layout was the ARID Australia layout. They are a club 

focusing on Australian freight trains, as the layout represents the Trans Continental line between 

Port Augusta and Kalgoorlie with a few of the communities in-between.  The layout is made up of 

modules built to the club’s specifications, however the club members build the modules to 

represent areas along the main route of interest, not freelanced as EMRIG allows. 
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As part of the line runs through several rural farming areas, the small towns cater to many of the 

farmer’s needs, like their implements and such.  The large John Deere dealership is a clear part of 

that.  The “end of the line” is represented by the intermodal shipping yard and this container ship. 

 

In N gauge, the most impressive layout was the Jubilee Branch Line. This was an out and back 

layout, which had a staging yard at one end and a return loop at the other. The club members 

create their own themes to the individual modules and there are British, American and Australian 

 

 
trains running together on this layout. According to the club members I chatted to, the layout 

continues to expand as club members add modules, so it is never quite the same at the various 
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shows at which they display it. 

Several other layouts were also on display.  I will 

just include a brief comment on each. 

The picture to the right was of a tongue-in-cheek 

layout called Innaloo.  Besides the obvious relation 

to the toilet seat the loop is on, Innaloo is actually 

a suburb here in the northern Perth area. The 

builder built it to prove you don’t need much space 

to at least build something train-related! 

 

 

 

This layout (left) was a HOn30 narrow gauge 

layout and belongs to a private exhibitor.  The 

Layout is called Iron Hill, and contains a small 

mining town with a seafood processing facility and 

the small wharf along the river inlet. 

 

 

This Z gauge layout (right) was very 

impressive.  The owner had included 

a list of things to find on the layout 

which had kept many viewers busy 

for some time.  Some were rather 

difficult to see as the size of Z figures 

and such can be rather taxing on the 

eyes.  A few of the things on the list 

to find were a group of mountain 

climbers, a motorist being given a 

speeding fine by a police officer and 

an artist painting a portrait.  I must 

admit, I could only find just over half 

of the scenes….  They were REALLY 

small! 
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Several clinics were also being offered through the day.  Most of these though were focusing on 

scratch-building of locomotives and rolling stock.  

For those guys with tastes in the rather bigger trains, the Stirling Miniature Railway had a short 

portable line set up and were giving big kids and not so big kids rides!  At $2 a ride…. a bit steep in 

my opinion, but the queue was an indication that many people didn’t share my opinion! 

 

Outside the display hall these 

two very impressive steam 

traction engines were being 

displayed and the owners were 

driving them up and down the 

roadway adjacent to the display 

hall. 

Also present were stands for the 

Rail Heritage Museum, the 

Hotham Valley Tourist Railway and the Yarloop Workshops – these all being museum type 

organisations with preserved trains 

and train-related items including a 

small station building.  Their stands 

were obviously more information 

stands as opposed to being big 

displays. 

Of course, any expo would not be 

complete without having its share of 

traders present. There was a nice 

mixture of 15 traders at the expo.  

These ranged from various train 
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hobby shops, like Hobby Tech, which is familiar to several South Africans as they used to have a 

shop in Natal before selling it several years ago and moving to Australia, through to second-hand 

train dealers and others which were more specific in their products, like DCCconcepts.  They 

specialise in DCC peripheral equipment with their main product range being the Cobolt products.  

These include items like turnout motors, control panel switches and circuitry. 

Then there were a few totally non-train related stands as well.  These included West Coast Remote 

Control Trucks, the Maylands Meccano & Hobbies Club, and the WA Brick (they are a Lego club). 
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Something that stood out for me, was the three stands that had the children getting involved with 

the trains.  Two of the organisations present had small layouts with a basic loop of track and some 

scenery and buildings.  They were simple DC layouts, and the kids were given the opportunity to 

control the train on the tracks.  It was good to see this as a lot of the young kids were clearly 

enjoying this chance to run a train.  The other stand was part of the Lego display.  They had a play 

area for the kids with Lego blocks, obviously, but they also had a lot of Lego train tracks setup for 

the kids so that they could build their own Lego trains and run them on the Lego tracks.  I thought 

these were pretty good ideas to get the kids interested in trains, and who knows…. just maybe a 

few of them will grow up to become accomplished Model Railroaders! 

One interesting thing I did notice while looking at the layouts was how many of them were DC 

operated.  It seems that DCC is popular but has not yet taken over the market here.  When looking 

at the products sold by the dealers, there is possibly a 60 – 40 split between DC and DCC products. 

When it comes to DCC systems, the system of choice seems to be the NCE system.  I only saw one 

club using a Digitrax system. 

All in all, I had a good time at the expo and got to see a lot of different layouts and traders.  It was a 

day well spent and as with any such expo, got the train juices going again.  So – it’s time to make 

some time and effort available and get working on my own train layout again! 

 

Our Small British DC Layout 

By Jean Dulez (pictures by Brian Dawson) 

Editor’s Note: I am one of few guys at the club who make regular use of the so-called “Dulez” layout, the 
smaller of our Analogue layouts, and have done a bit of maintenance and repair work on it. I asked Jean 
Dulez, who is responsible for the fact that we have the use of this layout, to please give us the official story 
behind this layout and how come it resides at our clubhouse...   
 
Photographer Dennis Moore (who is from the UK) and I met up back in the 1980s, whilst chasing steam 
trains around the country and we thereafter teamed up for many trips after that. He was in the process of 
compiling his first SAR steam book and I was mainly talking videos, having abandoned film movies a few 
years earlier. 
 
When he completed his second book “The Shimmer of Steel” around 1998, we hit on the idea of doing a 
dual book/video product. The book publisher, Chris van Rensberg, had not been into such a venture, but it 
looked interesting. This worked well, since we had been side by side in many railway locations, he did the 
stills (was doing 35mm slides at the time) and I had the same scene on video. In the end, many took the 
twin package, with some customers who had only got the book, coming back later for the video. 
 
Later, the video was transferred to DVD. I still copies of both in stock, although the book is down to the last 
few copies now. 
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In the meanwhile, Dennis had 
managed to get his two sons also 
interested in steam trains and they, 
together with another friend Warwick 
Falconer, spent many weekends putting 
together this British style layout in 
their garage on the West Rand. The 
board was stored above the cars on a 
pulley system, owing to lack of space.  
Dennis’ two sons’ names are Calvin and 
Dale, hence the name you will see on 
the layout station is “Calvindale”. 
 
Some two years back, Calvin had 

moved to Cape Town after completing his engineering degree and Dale has now also relocated to Europe to 
complete a post graduate course, so the layout fell into disuse. 
 
In 2015, Dennis and his wife Jenny decide to relocate to Paarl, 
so I was told to find a home for the layout, or it would be “cut 
up”. Having joined EMRIG sometime prior, I discussed with the 
committee about trying to get the layout to Northmead as an 
example of an old-style DC layout. At the time we were in the 
previous shop. I would really have liked to have kept the layout 
at home, but have no place for any HO layout at present. 
 
In April 2015, Glynn Chamberlain organised his van and trailer 
with some help to go and fetch it one Sunday morning, since 
the Moores were ready to move down soon, and their Roodekrans house was already on the market.  All 

went well with the transport, the board fitting in quite well.  
 
On the way back, we hit a police incident near Modderfontein 
on the N3. With traffic stopped totally, the traffic department 
eventually reversed the vehicles to the previous onramp; this 
was not easy with our trailer.  Eventually, we made it back to 

Northmead 
about two hours 
late, and moved 
the board into 
storage.  
 

It has now been recommissioned on permanent loan to 
EMRIG, and also has had some bad trackwork replaced. It has 
proved popular with kids visiting, since it’s at a low level and 
would be in place as a typical “Thomas” layout. I use it often 
to test locos on DC, although the curves will not accommodate 
larger locomotives, so tank engines are good there. 
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Victoria Falls Railway Station – Now Past Its Heyday…. 

By Brian Dawson 

My wife Bronwen and I had the pleasure of visiting the Victoria Falls recently as we celebrated our 40th 

wedding anniversary.  Apart from viewing the spectacular falls, with my renewed interests in trains I was 

determined to explore the Vic Falls station, which is located in the middle of town. 

I had last visited Vic Falls in 1992, attending a mining environmental conference at the nearby Elephant Hills 

Hotel, but had very little recollection of anything to do with the railway station (I did clearly remember 

nearly being run down by President Robert Mugabe’s motorcade as it raced into town, though!), other than 

that the Rovos Rail Pride of Africa arrived in town one day and parked at the station overnight while the 

travellers stayed the night in the Vic Falls Hotel – but that was before the days of digital photography, and I 

can find no photos of that event in my photo albums!  Maybe I just wasn’t interested enough at the time…. 

We’re probably all aware that Vic Lowe’s module in the HO 

layout at Northmead Mall models the Vic Falls Station in the 

early 1900s.  I decided to also investigate how true to the 

prototype his modelling was!  I discovered a 1906 photo of 

the station, which I presume is what Vic must have worked 

from, and there is an amazing resemblance between the 

model (pics to the right) and the prototype (above left)!  Well 

done Vic!  (Vic’s Dad used to drive trains up there back in the 

day!) 

Cecil Rhodes’ “Cape to Cairo” railway line extending up from 
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Bulawayo arrived in Vic Falls in the early 1900s, and that would also be around the time when the station 

building was constructed.  Vic Falls in those days was apparently a very small settlement, but with the 

railway now providing easier access to the falls, tourism really took off, and that’s when Vic Falls as a town 

started to flourish.  The “larney” thing to do apparently was to arrive from Bulawayo by train, disembark at 

the Vic Falls Station, and walk the few yards to the nearby grand Victoria Falls Hotel, from where there is a 

(rather distant) view of the spray rising from the falls, and easy access to the viewpoints. 

With the construction of the bridge over the Zambesi Gorge 

(completed September 1905 – with the loss of “only” two lives) linking 

with the line that had been pushed down from Lusaka and the 

Copperbelt and further north in Northern Rhodesia (Zambia), there 

was an increase in rail traffic (both passengers and freight) through Vic 

Falls en route to and from the north.  Vic Falls itself meanwhile became 

a major tourism destination, and the station complex expanded (a bit) 

accordingly over time.   From all accounts, and from photos on the 

walls of the Vic Falls Hotel, it was quite a grand (if small) station in its day.  

But sadly that is no longer the case….  I was disappointed (but not really surprised) to find that the station 

was pretty run down, despite the fact that Vic Falls is still a prime tourist destination and income earner for 

Zimbabwe.  But tourists now mostly arrive by air, or by 4x4 overlander trucks, and freight into and out of 

Zambia seems mostly to be by truck (all the Zambian copper is transported 

out by truck, across the Zambesi 

Bridge, trucked though Zimbabwe, 

across Beit Bridge and into South 

Africa, and no longer by rail).  The 

station has become a quiet 

backwater as a result… 

 Arrivals/Departures Board        Freight train from RSA to Zambia 

              The local yellow yard shunter below 

There is a single passenger train per day – arriving from 

Bulawayo 451 kms away at around 09h00 (a journey of 

between 13 and 15 hours), and departing back to Bulawayo 

at 19h00 – and an occasional freight train passing through 

into Zambia.  Apparently the Rovos Rail special still pulls in 

to town on the odd occasion (around 30 times a year)…  And 

then there is 

also the local 

twice-weekly 

steam special (but more about that later!) 

The platform at Vic Falls Station is rather unusual in that it is 

no more than 30cm above the rail level.  One can easily step 

off the platform and onto the tracks, and many people do.  
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There is far more pedestrian traffic wandering across those tracks these days than trains running, given how 

quiet things are there.  During our visit there were even baboons leisurely picking through the litter in 

amongst the ballast….   

The yard looks very run-

down, and lacking in 

maintenance.  There are 

numerous broken 

sleepers in place, many of 

them still the old wooden 

(Rhodesian teak?) 

sleepers, though some 

have been replaced with concrete ones (but not recently).   There 

was a pile of the old termite-damaged teak sleepers stacked off to 

one side out in the open (I’m surprised they haven’t disappeared 

for furniture or firewood), as well as a heap of old metal railway 

spikes adjacent to it (there obviously is not much trade in scrap 

metal in Vic Falls!).  The (fenced!) maintenance storage yard looked 

pretty basic.  There’s a sad general air of neglect and dilapidation 

about the whole site.  The Station Buildings are neat enough, and 

painted, but there’s obviously been no upgrading of the facilities 

for a long time, and it’s probably hard to justify any.  The gardens, 

which used to be a spectacular display according to some of the older photos I’ve seen, are just very very 

basic, a few hardy trees and shrubs and a bit of grass and a couple of dead tree stumps.  There’s a lot of 

weed growth around the station and particularly the yard. 

The old water tower and water-filling stand-pipe still exist, 

but remain unused, 

rusted and neglected.  

Points switching is all still 

done manually, even on 

the main through lines.  I 

wandered around, feeling 

pretty depressed at the 

state of the conditions 

there. 

Then my wife looked across towards town, noticed a plume of smoke rising above the trees, and said “Isn’t 

that a steam train over there?”!!!........... 

We headed off across the tracks and walked along one of the branch lines, all the time expecting some 

railway employee or policeman to blow a whistle and shout at us for trespassing on the tracks (didn’t 

happen!).  And hidden behind some earthen grass-and-weed-covered embankments we discovered an 

absolute treasure!!!  We found the yard which is used by Bushtracks Africa, where they store their train and 
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from which they operate their twice-weekly steam train specials (I’ll write a separate more detailed article 

about this operation next). 

The old Class 14 steam loco (built 1924) we discovered there was being prepared for their trip that evening, 

had been fired up and was in the process of 

building steam.  A labourer was loading the 

tender – BY HAND FROM GROUND LEVEL! – from 

a heap of Hwange coal dumped next to the track.  

And there was a hosepipe, from a regular garden-

type tap, being used to fill up the tender…   There 

were some guys carrying out maintenance work 

on the loco (they were fitting an electric spotlight 

to the front of the loco, and running the cable 

back along the loco and fastening it on with 

pieces of wire!), and someone walking around with an oil 

can and a rag in his hand…   

Also of interest next to this yard were a number of old 

Rhodesian Railways carriages being used as sleeping 

quarters by some of the railway staff.  

The staff were all extremely friendly, and gave us a detailed 

personal guided tour of what was obviously their pride and 

joy!  And so, what had started out as a rather depressing 

wander around some dilapidated old station infrastructure, 

ended on a really high note with the discovery of the old steamer hidden away, but still being lovingly 

looked after!! 

 

Left: Vic Lowe with his 

Rhodesian Railways Garratt 

and carriages stopped at his 

Vic Falls Station  
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EMRIG Wordsearch - Puzzle 02 

Prepared by Terrence Marx 

Editor’s Note: This month, we have something a little different from Terrence….  Just copy and paste this 
page into a fresh Word document, print it off, and give it a go!!  (Hint – Try all possible directions!!) 

L S C C P L X I D O U B L E H E A D E R A I L P L E 

R E P L E H T I G L E N I B R U T C S A U S A T D T 

L I W A R B O N N E T U I A O S R P R D D N N L I U 

E T O L C O N T A I N E R O T O M N O I T C A R T O 

A R L G I R Y E O I O M A I N A N V S U U B K W S R 

T I B O R A C R E G N E S S A P N P N S S I G N A L 

H N G N R A R M E R R R T T H S A B T I K N S I I Y 

O O I D B M N O O U O A L C O T O C H O S T L E R E 

H O B O G I E D T U U A P P C O S H I A N J T E B Y 

R H O L P L A A E T N N S H A C C A B F O R W A R D 

R S X A E K V L O T D T E E E K I L L I I C K E A C 

E W C R I R E R I N H R A N D R O L N L T C V A K S 

T I A M U C A C C F O T T I G A T E T A A E A R E S 

A T R C T C N N C A U J E E N I R N O B R B K P T O 

W C T R K E T D D O S S A O E L N G L S E I K C O R 

G H I C D L I B N A E W F C R O N E E O P N E K O G 

N C O U P L E R N L X O I R I E M R E Y O B G I B R 

E T Y H W D U T T S T V T T E A D N A R E V O I B I 

S K C U R T A U R L R D A R C I T N R C A S R N N O 

W H E E L F C N E E A T G A T H G A E C K R F U O E 

G A U G E A L N S E S R E N O L E H U T C N N U I E 

D L O D S A X E T P G T E S N I A R T U O Y A L A C 

B O D H S M A L L E T D L F N R V O L T L P O T A S 

P G R E H O P P E R S S I E E E L A C S B O E R F O 

U R I T S A N P D T P I M R S E G H C S P E E D T L 

R W L E T E N W O E A B N O B G R O T A R G I E T P 
And here in the table below are the words that you need to search for………… Good luck!! 

And if there are words here that you don’t know, look them up and learn something new… 
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AAR 

AMPS 

AIRBRAKE 

AUTORACK   

ALCO 

ATLANTIC 

BALLAST 

BIGBOY 

BIGBLOW 

BLOCK 

BOXCAR 

BOGIE 

BLUE   

BRIDGE 

CABOOSE 

CABFORWARD 

CAJON 

CAMELBACK 

CHALLENGER 

COAL 

CONTAINER 

COUPLER 

CURVE 

CURVATURE 

DEPOT 

DERAIL 

DIESEL 

DISPATCHER 

DOUBLEHEADER 

ENGINE  

ENGINEER 

EXTRAS 

ELECTRIC   

FREIGHT 

FROG 

GAUGE 

GEEP 

GENSET 

GONDOLA 

GRADES   

GREENGOAT 

GROSS 

HELPER 

HILL 

HOSTLER 

HOPPER 

HUDSON 

INTERMODAL 

KITBASH 

LAYOUT 

LIMA  

MALLET 

MIKADO 

MILE 

MOUNTAIN 

NOTCH 

NMRA  

OPERATIONS 

PACIFIC 

PASSENGERCAR  

PHOTOGRAPHER 

POINT 

RADIUS 

RAILJOINER 

RAIL 

REEFER 

REVERSER 

RIOGRANDE 

ROADBED  

ROCKIES 

ROCKET 

ROUTE 

ROUNDHOUSE 

RUNAWAY 

SCALE 

SERVICE 

SLEEPER 

SIGNAL 

STATION 

STOCKCAR 

STOCKRAIL 

SPEED 

SANTAFE 

SWITCHER 

SWITCH 

TANKCAR 

TARE 

TENDER 

TEXAS 

TIES  

TONNES 

TRACTIONMOTOR 

TRUCK 

TRANSFER 

TRAINSET 

TRESTLE 

TURNOUT 

TUNNEL 

TURBINE 

TRESTLE 

TOFC 

UNIONPACIFIC 

VERANDA 

WARBONNET 

WATER 

WHEEL 

WHYTE 

YARD 
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  The EMRIG Water Tower Challenge. 

By Kobus Pelser 

 

Water Tower Challenge Honours board 

• 2015 October  Glynn Chamberlain 

• 2015 November Niel Wilson 

• 2015 December  Terrence Marx (Part 1) 

• 2016 January   Terrence Marx (Part 2) 

• 2016 February  Terrence Marx (Part 3) 

• 2016 March  Terrence Marx (Part 4) 

• 2016 April  Peter Fish 

• 2016 May  Colin Anstis 

• 2016 June  Dave Wynne 

• …… then the ball got dropped for a bit… 

• 2017 March  Brian Dawson 

• 2017 April  Kevin Chamberlain 

• 2017 May  Kobus Pelser (Part 1) 

• 2017 June  Kobus Pelser (Part 2) 
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My SAR Train Tour Part 3: Last Stretch of the Cape Tour!  

– by Kobus Pelser 

Three Sisters 

After a long hot drive through the dry Karoo from 

Kimberly, I found an oasis in the middle of nowhere – 

Three Sisters!  What a nice place to rest after a long drive. 

There I met Johan Hamman, the proud owner of the farm 

Three Sisters, very hospitable and friendly.  In the middle 

of the Karoo you won’t believe that there is a beautiful 

HO module layout and a station of Three Sisters. So if you 

drive to Cape Town again make a point of stopping there, 

a nice B&B, where you can rest and be refreshed for the 

last stretch! 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

George 

In the heart of George you will find the Transport 

Museum, many trains and a huge history all in one 

place, way too big to explore in one day!  If you 

have a love for trains and had an experience as a 

child travelling by train, then this is for you. This 

museum is visited by many overseas visitors and is 

regarded as one of the top "railway museums" in 

the world. 
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There is ample parking and a very relaxed 

atmosphere. Enjoy something to eat and drink 

inside an old train dining room. A nice walk 

down memory lane. Experience the Outeniqua 

Transport Museum in George where you can see 

many different old steam trains. 

Inside the museum a variety of 13 steam 

locomotives, including a narrow gauge, the Emil 

Kessler, and Johannesburg’s first steam 

locomotive. As a result of the rapid development 

of the goldfields on the Witwatersrand in the 

1880s and the demand for coal by the growing industry, the Volksraad of the Zuid-Afrikaansche 

Republiek (ZAR), also known as the Transvaal Republic, granted a concession to the Netherlands-South 

African Railway Company, NZASM. On 20 July 1888 they started construction of a 26-kilometre railway from 

Johannesburg to Boksburg. The line, which was opened on 17 March 1890, became known as the Rand 

tram line, which was the first working railway 

in the Transvaal. 

The concession was extended the following 

year to continue the line eastwards to 

Springs, where coal was known to exist, and 

westwards via Roodepoort to Krugersdorp. 

The entire 79-kilometer line was open to 

traffic on 10 February 1891. 

In 1889, five well-and-side-tank locomotives 

with a 0-4-0 wheel arrangement, the first 

locomotives of the NZASM, were obtained 

from the German engineering firm and 

locomotive builder Maschinenfabrik Esslingen, owned by Emil Kessler. Since the NZASM classified its 

locomotives according to their weight, these engines were known as 14 Tonners. They were assembled at 

Elandslaagte near Johannesburg, now the city of Germiston. The engines were numbered in the range from 

1 to 5 and placed in service on the new railway to Boksburg. Their cylinders were arranged outside the plate 

frames. The Murdoch’s D slide valves, mounted above the cylinders, were arranged at an incline and were 

actuated by Allan straight link motion. In this type of valve gear, the valve rod and the expansion link are 

respectively connected to opposing arms on the reversing shaft, so that partial rotation of the shaft moves 

the link and the die block in opposite directions. 

Apart from the side-tanks, the locomotive also had a well-tank between the frames under the boiler barrel. 

The dome was on the front section of the boiler and the regulator valve was arranged in the smoke box. 

As the Rand tram line was expanded to the west and east to become the Reef line between Roodepoort and 
Springs, the 14 Tonners remained in service on that line, even though their range of operation was 
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somewhat limited by their small coal and water carrying capacities.  

The first locomotive, No. 1, 
named Transvaal, entered service 
on 18 July 1889. It hauled the first 
train on the Rand tram line when it 
was opened on 17 March 1890 and 
was retired in December 1903, by 
which time it had covered a 
distance of 182,353 kilometers.  

An impressive GL Garrett together 

with carriages from a bygone era, 

such as a coach from the Royal 

Train of 1947 (left), Paul Kruger’s 

coach and private saloons, just to 

name a few items, are on display.  

 

The South African Railways 

Class GF 4-6-2+2-6-4 of 1927 

was an articulated steam 

locomotive (right).  

In 1927, the South African 

Railways placed 37 Class GF 

Garratt steam locomotives with 

a 4-6-2+2-6-4 Double Pacific 

type wheel arrangement in 

service. A further 28 

locomotives were delivered 

from two manufacturers in 

1928. The locomotives were 

superheated, had bar frames, 

piston valves and used 

Walschaerts valve gear.  The Class GF was the only Double Pacific type Garratt to see service on the SAR, 

until the arrival of the Class GMA, and was the most numerous Garratt locomotive Class in SAR service. It 

was designed as a mixed traffic locomotive for use on branch lines and secondary mainlines throughout the 

country. 

From the establishment of the SAR in 1910, cab side engine number plates were inscribed "SOUTH AFRICAN 

RAILWAYS" in English only. This was still the case when the Class GF entered service. After the Official 

Languages of the Union Act No 8 of 1925 was passed on 8 May 1925, bilingual English and Afrikaans cab 

side number plates began to appear on locomotives, initially inscribed "SOUTH AFRICAN RAILWAYS" at the 

top and "SUID AFRIKANSE SPOORWEË" at the bottom. The Afrikaans spelling conventions were changed 

from time to time in the early years. On cab side number plates, the Afrikaans inscription was later altered 

to "SUID AFRIKAANSE SPOORWEË". The Class GF saw service on many lines in Natal, Transvaal, the Orange 
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Free State and the Eastern Cape. In Eastern Transvaal, they were stationed at Nelspruit to work the 

branches to Graskop and Plaston, along with the Class GE. 

The bulk of the Class GF fleet worked in Natal. They were used extensively on the Verulam and other North 

Coast local passenger services. Some were stationed at Empangeni to work the sugar cane traffic from 

Mtubatuba, while most were based at Mason's Mill to work the various branches which radiated from 

Pietermaritzburg. They worked a daily passenger train from Franklin to Kikstad, but on the other branches 

they were mainly used on goods and mixed train service. 

In 1927, the SAR began to convert the couplers of its Cape Gauge rolling stock from the Johnston link-and-
pin coupling system which had been in use since the establishment of the Cape Government Railways in 
1873. 

               
      Transition era knuckle coupler         Locomotive number plates 

Conversion of all rolling stock would take several years and both coupler types could still be seen on rolling 
stock into the late 1950s. During the transition period, knuckle couplers on locomotives had a horizontal 
gap and a vertical hole in the knuckle itself to accommodate a link and a pin respectively. This enabled them 
to couple to vehicles which were still equipped 
with the older Johnston couplers. 

A photo gallery depicting some of the most 
breath-taking photos of South African steam can 
be seen.  Poetry relating to train travel, crockery 
and cutlery previously used on main line trains 
and in station restaurants are all on display in 

the museum. Various models of steam locomotives, a 
brilliant collection of steam locomotive number plates, road 
motor vehicles and a private vintage car selection complete 
the Exhibition. 

 

For model train lovers there is also the model train room where various model trains can be seen. The 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Railway_coupling#Johnston_coupler
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Railway_coupling#Johnston_coupler
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cape_Government_Railways
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Early_Janney-type_AAR_coupler.JPG
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Model railroad has over 2 kilometers of tracks and features some of the Garden Route‘s most prominent 

attractions. It is believed 

to be the largest model of 

its kind in the southern 

hemisphere. It has been 

and still is a work in 

progress since it was 

started by a group of 

railway enthusiasts from 

the Outeniqua Railway 

Society in George, and 

with the generosity of the 

Transnet Heritage 

Foundation who donated 

a purpose-built room in 

the George Transport 

Museum in 1999. 

Apart from the railway tracks, the layout encompasses a marshalling yard, villages, a forest with a logging 

camp, hotels and B&B‘s, ships. The most popular railway-model size in the world is 1:87. Every feature of 

the display is built to scale, even the ballast gravel between the tracks. 

The evolution of the model room is constant, with maintenance of existing features, updating of imaginary 

events, and the 

creation of new 

features.  

Thanks to the 

small but 

dedicated group 

of members 

meeting twice a 

week, the 

standard of the 

display is always 

improving, with 

new and novel 

features being 

added. The 

layout allows 

multiple trains 

to run on the same track at differing speeds, They also produce steam from the engine‘s smokestacks and 

provide sound effects that coincide with the train‘s movements. 
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St. James 

Our last stop on our Cape Tour was at St. James.  During my stay in this small suburb between Muizenberg 

and Fishoek close to Cape Town I discovered a small jewel! It’s the 

garden “O” Gauge Train Layout of David Catlin. 

He shared with me some of his hobby’s history…. Where did it all 

start, I asked? “At the age of four I used to shut myself in a dark 

cupboard and go ‘munnum munnum’ pretending I was a tube train. 

We lived just outside London in Virginia Water”. 

He first had a TRIX Train set when he was small and then a standard 

HO which he used to run through a hole in the wall between bedrooms. Children used to have great fun 

running from room to room 

to chase the trains. David 

started collecting “O” gauge 

about 20 years ago and had 

two layouts in Rondebosch, 

Cape Town before he moved 

to St. James to make the 

third and last layout. He 

made some interesting 

scenery from Sea view Villas, 

Aggi’s Bar, Splotch Heavy 

Engineering Ltd., till the Scary 

“Jurassic Park Station”.  All 

Handmade! 

 “O” gauge is the smallest 

gauge that can be used for a garden layout. Whilst still in England, David’s father used to take him to the 

MECCA of “O” gauge at Bekonscot, Beaconsfield, Surrey, England – a paradise for any child young or old. 
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Below is Bekonscot Model Village, founded by Roland Callingham  (1881–1961), started in the 1920s.   

  

David’s Garden Layout in St. James took him 3 years to complete the layout and buildings. He also 

mentioned that a Garden Layout takes quite a bit of work; to maintain the track and prepare it to run is a 

huge task taking usually up to three hours of back-breaking work. 

David operated four trains at a time using his four channel radio controller. Tricky but Fun!!! Thanks, David, 

for the opportunity to view your Garden Layout and for sharing your memories and passion for Trains with 

us.  

I visited a great model train Hobby 

Shop at 130 Main Rd, Plumstead. If 

you are ever in that area please 

support them, they have a great 

variety of model trains and 

equipment.  My family thinks that I 

am crazy to drive from Gauteng to 

visit a Model Train Shop in Cape Town! 

I think the model train hobby can be 

contagious and a sign of “ABNORMAL 

BEHAVIOUR”.  I took the kids to see 

the Castle in Cape Town and what an 

outing it was, a break from “Trains”. 

But guess what I saw there?....  
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“Train Painting” against the wall in one 

of the rooms in the Castle, and not only 

that but a module as well, simulating a 

piece of history of the Anglo Boer War.  I 

had to take some pictures to show what I 

saw!  A Blockhouse next to a bridge that 

the British troops manned to prevent the 

Boer commandos from blowing it up. 

This will be my future assignment – to  

build a module with a Truss bridge and 

Blockhouse! 

 

 

  

During those three weeks I saw a lot of SAR train history and some amazing layouts that I have now shared 

with you. I hope you all enjoyed my 3-part series on our Cape tour.  We have to preserve this history for the 

future generation to appreciate how technology transforms the world. Nevertheless, the Model Train Hobby 

is alive and well and greatly appreciated and enjoyed by many! 
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AND WITH THIS BEING THE LAST OF HIS THREE-PART SERIES, KOBUS HAS MORE THAN DONE HIS BIT!  

THANK YOU KOBUS!!  AND KOBUS NOW CHALLENGES DOUG BUCHANAN TO WRITE US AN ARTICLE!!! 

 

 Upcoming Duty Roster:- 

 

For ease of reference, we include here the duty roster up to the end of the following month for the 

respective newsletter published.  Below is the Duty Roster till the end of August. 

Cell numbers have been removed due to this newsletter being public; however, these are on the full duty 

roster list on the noticeboard at the club if required. 

As always, if you cannot make your assigned slot, please make a plan to swap with someone. 
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  Date Name   Date Name 

1 Sat 1-07 Brian D 1 Wed 5-07 Brian D 

2 Sat 8-07 Jimmy M 2 Wed 12-07 Colin A 

3 Sat 15-07 Terrence M 3 Wed 19-07 Dave W 

4 Sat 22-07 Kobus P 4 Wed 26-07 Colin TT 

5 Sat 29-07 Colin A 5 Wed 2-08 Brian D 

2 Sat 5-08 William vd B 2 Wed 9-08 Colin A 

3 Sat 12-08 Peter F 3 Wed 16-08 Dave W 

4 Sat 19-08 Theuns W 4 Wed 23-08 Colin TT 

5 Sat 26-08 Glynn C 5 Wed 30-08 Brian D 

 

Club Diary:- 

 

 Saturday 8th July, Reefsteamers Winter Photoshoot 

 Saturday 8th July, PMTC Swap Meet, Pretoria 

 Sunday 16th July, Layout Visit to GFG, Randburg 

 Saturday 29th July, CrossRoads Models Swap Meet, Cradlestone Mall 

 Saturday 29th July, Reefsteamers Winter Photoshoot 

 Saturday 5th August, Reefsteamers Open Day (trips Germiston – Rhodesfield – Germiston) 

 Saturday 19th August, Talk by Bruce Evans – Railways of China (combined meet with SAG) 

 Saturday 26th August, EMRIG Swap Meet, Northmead 

 Sunday 17th September, Layout Visit to Ralph Davey (Southern Pacific) 
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Club Committee Contact details:- 

 

(New) Chairman – Jimmy Mattushek      jimmym2@telkomsa.net 

(Past) Chairman – Colin Tanner-Tremaine     cttremaine@mweb.co.za  

Secretary – Terrence Marx       tmarx@942.co.za 

Treasurer – Jan Kruger        jan.kruger10@gmail.com 

Layout Manager – Niel Wilson       freightcars@gmail.com 

Webmaster – Glynn Chamberlain      glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com 

Newsletter Editor – Brian Dawson      brian.dawson@iafrica.com 

Publicity – Dave Wynne       davewynne@icon.co.za 

Events Manager – (ColinTT still standing in)…. 

Swap Meet Manager – (Colin TT passing on the baton)….. 

 

Club Banking Details:- 

 

Banking details: - 

Bank: -    FNB Northmead Square 

Name: -   Eastern Model Railway Interest Group 

Account No: -  625 483 74149 

Branch code: -   250 112. Please, DO NOT forget to put your name as reference.  

IMPORTANT NOTE – SUBS FOR 2017 WERE DUE FOR PAYMENT BY END FEBRUARY!! 

IF YOU HAVEN’T PAID YET, YOUR SUBS ARE NOW OVERDUE.  PLEASE NOTE - YOU 
MAY NOT RUN TRAINS AT THE CLUB ROOM IF YOUR SUBS ARE NOT PAID UP!  
PLEASE WEAR YOUR 2017 NAME-TAG TO CONFIRM THAT YOUR SUBS ARE PAID. 

PLEASE PAY BY INTERNET TRANSFER – CASH DEPOSITS COST THE CLUB MONEY!!! 

 

mailto:glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com

